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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

Referring to the existing analysis, it can be concluded that Moxie movie 

portrays women's oppressions and their resistance to opposing oppressions. Based 

on the five faces of oppression theory by Marion Iris Young, I only found three of 

them, namely marginalization, powerlessness, and violence. 

In marginalization data, women’s soccer team does not get new uniforms 

like the men's football team, even though they performed better. This proves that 

the women's soccer team is a marginalized group because their access is limited. 

The second form is powerlessness, occurs to Lucy who is not given the 

opportunity to speak further about the harassment she experienced, which makes 

her powerless. Apart from that, Kaitlynn is also experience a state of 

powerlessness, when she gets unfair treatment by the school principal and has to 

obey because of her powerless condition. This is in accordance with Young’s 

powerlessnes theory that saying powerless people are those who lack power in 

sounding their voice, making decision, and gets unfair treatment due to their lower 

status. The third data is emotional and sexual violence. The evidence of emotional 

violence is when Lucy experienced form of belittlement, threats, and humiliation. 

In sexual violence data, Kiera experienced a sexual violence when a male student 

slapped her butt and Emma was raped by a student in school. 

On the other hand, the women also conducted resistance against 

oppressions. According to Cudd, resistance stems from the recognition about 
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serious injustices and must be proceed to mitigate or at least protest the harms. To 

protest the oppression happens in school, they take the resistance act. It is started 

by Vivian who anonymously distributed Moxie posters to mobilize girls in school, 

together to fight oppression. They show some supports by drawing stars and 

hearts on their hands and holding a campaign on social media with the hashtag 

“Moxie Girls Fight Back”. At the end of the movie, those who support the Moxie 

movement come together to show that women support each other.  


